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Perpetuating the ideas of
Franz Liszt through excellence in
music performance and scholarship

Fourteenth LA International Liszt
Competition, November 18 – 20, 2016!
The fourteenth biennial Los Angeles International Liszt Competition for piano, voice,
and organ will take place November 18 - 20, 2016. The competition is co-sponsored
by The American Liszt Society, Pasadena Branch of the Music Teachers' Association of
California, California Federation of Music Clubs, National Cultural Fund of Hungary,
Steinway Pianos, Azusa Pacific University, and Trinity United Methodist Church of
Pomona, CA. Principal patron of the 2016 competition is Dr. Andrea Vigh, President
of the Franz Liszt Academy in Budapest.
Since 1990 this competition has presented exclusively the music of Liszt. There are
usually about 200 contestants in 11 divisions. Contestants range in age from 12 and
under through 35 and come from around the world. There are generous prizes in all
divisions, and the Grand Prize winners in piano and voice also receive all-expense paid
trips to make their debut concerts in New York City, Washington, D.C., London, and
Budapest (Liszt Memorial Museum).
The 2016 jury consists of 16 Liszt performers and scholars who represent 11 states
and three countries. Many of the jury are members of The American Liszt Society and
see their contribution as a way to help promote the music of Franz Liszt. Adjudicators
for this year’s piano divisions include Michael Boyd, University of Toledo; Alexander
Djordjevic, Music Institute of Chicago; Horst Förster, Founder/Conductor of the
Akademisches Orchester Leipzig; Jay Hershberger, Concordia College and President
of The American Liszt Society; Jenö Jandó, Franz Liszt Academy of Music in Budapest;
Justin Kolb, Executive Secretary of The American Liszt Society; José Raúl López,
Florida International University in Miami; Ksenia Nosikova, The University of Iowa;
Éva Polgár, University of North Texas; Logan Skelton, University of Michigan at Ann
Arbor; Steven Spooner, University of Kansas; and Orsolya Szabó, Franz Liszt Academy
of Music.
Adjudicators for the voice include MeeAe Nam, Eastern Michigan University, and
Laura Strickling, New York City. Adjudicators for the organ division include Frances
Nobert, Whittier College, and Philip Smith, Church of Our Saviour and Disney Concert
Hall.
The Los Angeles International Liszt Competition was founded in 1990 by Geraldine
Keeling and is co-directed by her and Judith Neslény. 2016 marks the addition of
Éva Polgár as assistant director (see more details on page 13). In 2012 Éva won both
the Budapest Concert and the Concerto Divisions in the Los Angeles International Liszt
Competition. She was also the recipient of The American Liszt Society Award. She has
performed at ALS Festivals in Virginia in 2014 and Texas in 2015.
Gerry, Judie, and Éva are working hard to ensure the continuation of this
competition. In addition to the hundreds of hours of work, each competition requires
about $50,000 to cover expenses.
(continued on page 13)
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Dear Fellow Lisztians,
I trust that summertime was a welcome period of travel, summer festivals, relaxation, and
renewal for all of you. The CSU-Northridge Liszt Festival this past June still lives vividly in
my memory. I wish to extend my thanks and the thanks of the ALS board of directors to
festival director Dmitry Rachmanov for putting together a memorable weekend of music
making and thoughtful presentations. There were so many wonderful performances it would
be difficult to make note of them all. However, I would like to make special note of Van
Cliburn gold medalist Vadym Kholodenko, who gave a marvelous and moving recital of Liszt
and Scriabin. Even more, his encores included a poignant performance of the Rachmaninoff
transcription of the Tchaikovsky Lullaby. There was hardly a dry eye in the house, and I think
we all collectively held our breath and listened in motionless wonder. This is a young artist
with a terrific future, and I encourage Lisztians everywhere to take note and follow him closely.
As well, the society was privileged to award the Medal of The American Liszt Society to
pianist Evgeny Kissin. Although Mr. Kissin was unable to attend, he sent an elegant video
acceptance speech for us to enjoy. His remarks were thoughtful, reflective, eloquent, and
articulate. He spoke of the importance in these dark times for the humanitarian message of
Liszt’s life and music, a message that affirms the dignity of humanity and the need to protect
and nurture human freedom, of which artistic expression is vital. His words were moving, and
he appeared visibly humbled and grateful for the honor that the society bestowed upon him.
No doubt, he will stand tall with previous medal laureates.
In thinking further about Mr. Kissin’s remarks, I think we Lisztians have a wonderful
opportunity to spread this humanitarian message that is embedded in Liszt’s life and music.
The world seems all topsy-turvy, and it is not an exaggeration to say, with Mr. Kissin, that
we do live in dark times. Can we model Liszt’s musical message to those around us? To our
students? Our colleagues? Our friends and neighbors? Our local communities? Can we find
ways to show the same magnanimous spirit towards fellow humans that Liszt consistently
showed to others throughout his life? Without lapsing into sentimental hagiography - Alan
Walker reminds us that Liszt knew better than anyone else the internal causes of his own
external weaknesses - I believe that there was something about Liszt’s personal disposition that
led him often to deny his own career advantage for the sake of advocating for the careers of
others. It is that spirit of putting the art ahead of one’s own advantage that makes Liszt such
a unique figure in music history. Let us all rise to the call and cause of music, following hard
after the example of Franz Liszt.
Finally, I would like to invite all members of the ALS to attend the 2017 American Liszt
Society Festival at Northwestern University in Evanston, IL, April 28 - 30. Our festival
director, James Giles, has scored a rare musical coup: Maestro Riccardo Muti and the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra will highlight the festival with a performance of the Dante Symphony by
Liszt and the Emperor Concerto with pianist Radu Lupu. As well, the Northwestern University
Orchestra will be on hand to participate in the festival, as will many wonderful pianists and
presenters. The theme of the festival - Liszt and the Orchestral Imagination - promises to be
an exciting and satisfying weekend of music, thought, camaraderie, and of course, good food.
I hope to see all of you there.
Excelsior!
Jay A. Hershberger, DMA
President, The American Liszt Society
The American Liszt Society - www.americanlisztsociety.net
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I first heard the name Luiz de Moura Castro in the late 1960’s. He came to my attention
when he was appointed to a faculty position at Texas Christian University in Fort Worth.
More specifically, I heard quite a bit about him when I was interviewing for an appointment
at another music school in Fort Worth. Although our paths never crossed until more than
30 years later, I continued to be aware of his piano playing and the great respect so many of
my colleagues had for him.
My interest in meeting him was intensified in 2004 when I learned that he would be
among the soloists at The American Liszt Society conference at the University of Illinois.
As is common in Illinois in March, weather conditions prevented him and his wife from
being with us, so I was forced to wait for a few years before meeting him and hearing him
play in person.
Luiz has been a mainstay of Liszt festivals throughout the past decade and beyond as a
performer, teacher, and lecturer. As well, he continues to serve on the Board of Directors
of The American Liszt Society, and is Head of the Hartford (CT) Chapter of the ALS.
Those of us who have been privileged to hear his performances of Liszt’s music can well
appreciate the comment by Paul Badura-Skoda: “In 60 years I have never heard such Liszt
playing. Under Luiz's hands the piano sometimes became a voice, an orchestra, an organ.”
(2014)
But for the present writer, the most inspiring of Luiz’s performances was a recital at
the 2012 conference at the University of Oregon. The repertoire: Liszt’s Six Consolations,
Tre Sonetti del Petrarca, and "Funérailles." From the outset of the relatively simple first
Consolation, one knew that there was something magical, poetic, and heartfelt about his
approach to the piano, playing in a way not often heard today. It was as though Luiz was
Liszt himself, improvising. The excitement continued through the three sonnets and
culminated in "Funérailles." The liberal use of the pedal in the last work worked perfectly.
It was not a surprise that the audience rose as one at the end of the program demanding an
encore – and there were two! It was also not a surprise to see many in the audience wiping
tears from their eyes, moved in their emotions by one of the great lions of the piano. Luiz
had brought the 19th century magnificence of Liszt into the 21st century for those too-brief
moments. If you are interested in an essay about this recital, you may read a beautiful one by
Alan Walker in the Winter/Spring 2012/2013 (Vol. 28 No. 1) issue of the ALS Newsletter.
So, why feature Luiz de Moura Castro in this issue? First, it was his 75th birthday earlier
this year. HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MAESTRO! But it goes beyond the calendar. Rather, it
is a tribute to a marvelous pianist, a loving and caring person, a great teacher, a link with
history in terms of romantic pianism, and someone who, despite some great physical
setbacks, continues a schedule of teaching, performing, and master class presentations that
would daunt most of us. Arthur Rubinstein, writing in the first volume of his biography,
My Young Years, quotes a motto that he invented during his time in Berlin: “Nie dam sie,”
which he translated from the Polish to read “I shall never submit.” If I may, let me suggest
a motto that might well apply to Luiz de Moura Castro: “Music will always triumph!”. I
am convinced that music is his life. He is a man who has stolen my musical heart, and I am
honored by his friendship, humbled by his talent, and grateful for his contribution to piano
playing at the highest level.
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An Interview with Luiz de Moura Castro
Edward Rath: Could you tell us about
where you were born and about your
family?
Luiz de Moura Castro: I was born
in Rio de Janeiro in 1941. My mother
was an elementary school teacher who
later in life wrote educational radio
plays for children. My father was a
prominent medical doctor with a large
view of problems. While he was head
of tuberculosis for the national health
insurance in Brazil, the number of people
staying in hospital because of the disease
fell 80%. My father loved music but was
not educated in theoretical matters. My
mother learned some voice and piano.
My aunt, Zilda Peri, was an average piano
teacher. However, I was fascinated by the
sound of the piano during lessons she
taught, and I used to listen from outside
since I was not permitted to stay in the
lesson room. At age four, I was caught
teaching her students wrong notes when
she left the room. This was the first
indication of my musical aptitude.
Afterwards I demanded to be taught
music reading. It had been easy for me
to learn to read at the age of two, and I
well understood addition and subtraction
and an early age, so the concept of
fractions came very easily. Then, when
I was about four-and-a-half, I asked to
be taught piano. But I refused to learn
the repertoire that Aunt Zilda taught her
students and, because I was so rebellious,
she decided to take me to her teacher,
Guilherme Fontainha. Normally he did
not take on students of such a young age,
but he made an exception in my case.
(He was impressed during the audition
with my capacity to identify a 10-note
dissonant chord!) He insisted that I must
learn solfeggio, harmony, music theory,
transposition, and improvising. I studied
with him for eight years as a young pianist
ER: You gave your first public recital
at the young age of nine. What was the
repertoire for that event?
LdMC: I gave my first public half-recital
as a prize won in a competition for young
talent. I received two excellent reviews
and was invited to play a full recital at
the opera house of Rio de Janeiro. The
repertory included two Bach preludes and
fugues; Mozart’s Fantasy in D minor; the
Schumann Arabesque; the First Brazilian
Suite by Lorenzo Fernandez; Debussy’s
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“Claire de Lune”; two Chopin nocturnes;
three Liszt consolations; and the Chopin
Polonaise in C-sharp minor, op. 26.
ER: How did you combine the
serious study of music with the normal
educational track in grade school or high
school?
LdMC: As for my general education, I
did not study that many hours. I went
to elementary school like anybody, but
I went to the Pedro II College High
School, which founded by imperial
decree in 1837(!) and remains a model
school for the country. They admitted
approximately 300 out of 2000 applicants.
After finishing high school I had attained
the highest grade point average of any
student in a decade, and also received
a national prize in history as well as
an invitation to be the assistant of the
full professor of mathematics at the
University of Rio de Janeiro.
ER: Tell us about your early piano/
music teachers and what they emphasized.
LdMC: When I was 14, my piano
teacher moved, and I became a student
of the eminent pianist, Arnaldo Estrella.
While Fontainha adopted the pedagogical
ideas of Rudolf Breithaupt, Estrella was
a big soloist. He had been a student
of Yves Nat in Paris. Nat had been
mentored by Fauré and Saint-Saëns, and
he performed as a duo partner with such
notable violinists as Jacques Thibaud,
George Enescu, and Eugène Ysaÿe
ER: Going from Brazil to Budapest for
advanced studies at the Liszt Academy
was quite a venture. What made you
decide on the Liszt Academy? Were you
drawn to a particular teacher there – how
and why?
LdMC: Well, it started with my interest
in Liszt. It was an attraction to Liszt’s
music that came from a concert of
Claudio Arrau. This master pianist
showed in the Mephisto Waltz the depths
of Liszt's creativity. Partly as a result of
this inspiration from Arrau’s concert,
I entered the Liszt National Competition
in Rio di Janeiro in 1961, and I won
Second Prize and a scholarship to the
Liszt Academy in Budapest.
I had met Jószeph Gát at the
International Competition in Rio di
Janeiro, and I was fascinated by a lecture
he presented about piano technique.
However, at the Liszt Academy I
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couldn't study with Gát as my major
professor because he was a professor of
pedagogy, not of piano performance. I
was very lucky, having arrived quite late
in Budapest, of being chosen for the
class of the excellent pianist, Mihály
Bächer, who had won the Second Prize
in the Budapest International Piano
Competition in 1956. Bächer was a
very knowledgeable musician, and
he performed as both a soloist and
collaborative pianist, especially with the
Hungarian violinist, Dénes Kovács.
ER: During your time in Budapest, you
and your wife Bridget helped to translate
into English the second revised edition
of Jószeph Gát’s The Technique of Playing
the Piano. I have been acquainted with
this book for 50 years and consider it
an excellent source for gaining a better
understanding of how one plays the
piano. Could you give us some of the
basic ideas that you feel are high points of
Gát’s writing?
LdMC: I sought out Gát, and he
proposed to both of us that, in exchange
for the revision of the English translation
of his book, he would give us a weekly
lesson. We listened carefully to him as
he explained in detail his points about
piano playing, and we worked to make
them understood in English. Some of the
unique aspects of his teaching included:
1. Classify the basic acts of producing
sound in direct contact with the key and
an indirect swing stroke. Characteristics
of the direct swing stroke: acceleration,
starting from the key and a position
of rest; deceleration immediately after
the sound is heard; returning to the
resting position. Avoidance of noises is
characteristic of the direct swing stroke.
The indirect swing stroke starts from the
air and profits from the acceleration by
gravity.
2. The shoulders are the best source
of control, but are not good for speed.
The fastest movement is the indirect
swing stroke, but this does not permit
nuances. This permits a variety of
touches with an infinite possibility of
variation.
3. Double notes and octaves do not
necessarily need finger movements. So
the energy comes directly from the
shoulder to the fingertips. He often uses
much the expression "tautness" - firm,
but moveable.

Luiz de Moura Castro
4. Another important idea is the
elastic support from the whole body,
and finding the right time for emotional
response before focusing on technique.
ER: After Budapest, you returned to
Brazil?
LdMC: After Budapest, where I was
engaged by the Philharmonic to perform
a recital including solo and chamber
music, I returned to Rio de Janeiro to
find a very difficult situation. Since I
was no longer a student of my teacher,
I found all soloist activities for me were
“cut out.” I found some kind of balance
by teaching children at the Pro Arte
Seminarios de Musica, playing chamber
music and contemporary music, in
addition to accompanying Brazil's most
celebrated singer, Maria Lucia Godoy.
Afterwards, I had the good fortune of
getting an extremely gifted student, Luiz
Fernando Benedini. Within a few months
and upon my advice, he participated in
a competition for young soloists for the
São Paulo Philharmonic. He played the
Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. 2 in C
minor.
With much reluctance he applied
for the National Piano Competition in
Bahia, at that time the most prestigious
in Brazil. Lili Kraus was the president of
the jury and expressed her feelings about
his playing by applauding vigorously after
his performance. He received the First
Prize, and Lili Kraus expressed her wish
to meet me and my wife. We had a long
conversation, I played for her a diversified
program, and she said, "You are going to
hear from me!"
A few months later, during a tour of
South America where I accompanied
the bass singer Alfredo Mello, I began to
receive letters from my wife talking about
Cape Town, South Africa. Upon returning
to Rio de Janeiro I got in touch with
Madame Kraus, but it was too late.
Bridget continued to correspond
with her and exchanged Christmas and
Easter cards. I thought the subject of
my getting a job through her was dead.
To my surprise, we received a phone call
from Lili's manager asking if I would
be interested in a professorship at Texas
Christian University. I cabled "yes!",
and then received another call saying,
"Send your documents." I departed in
September to discover TCU and began

life in the US, since I had never been
there. My wife and first child followed
me and arrived in December that year.
ER: Tell us a little about those first
months at TCU.
LdMC: From the beginning my work
at Texas Christian University in Fort
Worth, Texas was very demanding, but
rewarding. It was Lili Kraus' intention
for me to be her assistant, but our
boss, Dr. Michael Winesanker, said,
"Absolutely not! You are going to have
your own class." Lili, who was an alumna
of the Liszt Academy, had sometimes
consulted Jószeph Gát in Budapest and
expected to continue the same type
of musical relationship with me as her
assistant. Dr. Winesanker, who was
very smart, said that since I had never
studied with Mme. Kraus, he thought
this would create problems. So instead
of being an assistant to Mme. Kraus I
began to play the orchestral parts for her
enormous concerto repertoire and helped
her technically where needed. It was a
wonderful occasion to have that much
access to such a great artist.
ER: So, you taught at TCU for 10 years.
Did you maintain a relationship with the
Van Cliburn Competition?
LdMC: In a few years my class grew
considerably in both quantity and quality,
and I performed throughout the area. I
maintained relationship with the Van
Cliburn Competition from the time I
arrived in TX. Already in 1969 I made
a great friendship with Radu Lupu who
had won the previous competition. In
this competition, 1969, there was a fellow
compatriot Cristina Ortiz. Radu and I
supported her as much as we could and
she won the First Prize. In the 1977
and 1981 I was a non-voting member
of the jury. It was a splendid occasion
to meet celebrities like Leon Fleisher,
Nikita Magaloff, Guido Agosti, Earl Wild,
Leonard Pennario, Rudolf Firkusny, and
many others.
ER: And from Fort Worth you moved to
the University of Hartford’s Hartt School
of Music, where you have been a faculty
member for nearly 40 years.
LdMC: I was present at à recital by
Ann Koscielny at TCU and liked it so
much that I invited her to my home the
following morning, bringing some of my
best student to perform for her. Upon
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return to her home in Connecticut, she
told her husband, Professor Raymond
Hanson, that she had found a first-class
piano teacher for the Hartt School.
After three years of "courtship," I finally
decided to move.
ER: And you maintain a grueling
schedule of performances, master classes,
lectures, and at the same time continue to
serve in leadership roles in many musical
and cultural organizations?
LdMC: A grueling schedule was a
pattern of my life from the beginning.
Not only have I played an enormous
repertoire, but I was politically active.
I was elected president of the student
union of the National School of Music,
Rio de Janeiro. I wrote a daily column
in an important newspaper, taught
private lessons, was assistant to my
teacher and to Mariuccia Jacovino (first
violinist of the Rio de Janeiro string
quartet), and still found time to have four
wonderful daughters that gave us eight
grandchildren! In all honesty, though, I
must give credit to Arnaldo Estrella as the
example of the artist's rôle in society.
ER: How do you decide what repertoire
you want to include in a CD or DVD?
LdMC: About CDs and DVDs the
situation varied. My collaboration
with Ensayo and Euterpe there was
an emphasis on Latin American Music
(which was the choice of the producers!)
With L'Art in Brazil, I had more flexibility
and could choose my repertory more
freely.
ER: What would you recommend to
someone in high school or college as to
how best to prepare for a musical career?
LdMC: For the first, I would
recommend to all of my students who
want to have a professional career as
a pianist to take it completely out of
context. The question should be, "Do I
have what it takes to try to be a wonderful
and versatile musician?" And then look
at the reaction of the public. Playing
the piano is not only being a soloist with
the greatest orchestras and performing
in the most prestigious places. One’s
mission should be trying to play much
better than expected . . . even in intimate
surroundings.
For those choose to go on, I can
reduce it to this one phrase: for a number
of years you should perform much
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better than what is expected by the
public. At some time people will begin
to move and get you performances. Buy
a comfortable chair and wait, because
it could take a long time. Your love of
music and your desire of communicating
it will certainly attract some people who
will help you develop a career.
ER: In September 2015, you shared with
me that you had contracted Parkinson’s
disease. I can only imagine how this has
affected your practicing and performing.
LdMC: About 14 years ago my
neurologist found something different
with my gait and was suspicious that I
had acquired Parkinson’s disease. At the
beginning he treated me with relatively
new medication, like Requip. Unhappily
there was an episode of infection, but
nobody could really understand that was
diagnosed as a bacterial infection, not
as a virus. It was immediately treated
with Sulphur. After two doses I could
not move and it was a quite desperate
situation. We followed with extensive
therapy at home. Besides physiotherapy
- specialized in movement - the situation
stabilized, and I started to make progress
only after two months.
One day I started to walk on my own
and, after three months, I was finally
able to put the left arm and hand on the
piano by myself I went through very
elementary pieces (Anna Magdalena Bach
pieces and Mendelssohn's Songs without
Words), and the brain relearned most of
the automatic reflexes I began to play
for my family and, after going to Rio
de Janeiro some four months after the
incident, I invited some friends to our flat
and gave a small private recital for them.
Then I had my first date in February in
the big hall of the Conservatory El Liceu
in Barcelona where I played with great
success a program of Schumann, Franck,
Chopin, and Liszt. It was there a pattern
began – one with practically no exceptions
- of extremely successful concerts,
uninterrupted. The only exception was
one that came immediately after a fall. We
reissued a number of recordings, most of
them made during the evolution of the
disease.
I have to respect the special care
needed for a special presentation. I take
one extra pill two hours before. About
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two weeks ago at the Hotchkiss School in
Lakeville, Connecticut, I even managed
to walk at normal speed. I mentioned
to you the possibility of having DBS
surgery (Deep Brain Stimulation). At this
moment it has been refused by the group
at Yale Hospital. We are exploring new
people and new avenues.
Meanwhile my recordings (the later
ones are all live performances) are
distributed and played all over. The
reviews are phenomenal. Also my
colleague, Dora de Marinis, from
Argentina has already started my
biography.
I have played in public for 70 years.
I accept the future in whatever way it
comes. Some great colleagues like Paul
Badura-Skoda have referred to my
concerts as my being "Liszt resurrected."
In many reviews, my recordings are
compared most flatteringly with my great
colleagues Rubinstein, Bolet, Arrau, etc. I
am exceedingly happy if I can provoke
in people feelings, human emotions, and
transcendence.
ER: And for whom do you have great
admiration in the past and present world
of piano playing and teaching?
LdMC: My great fellows . . . . On top of
the list there are three people - my musical
family - Helena Sá e Costa, John Perry,
and the late Thomas Mastroianni. I
admired Helena immensely; she was the
greatest Portuguese pianist and formed
generations of pianists, many of whom
I taught. She was very reserved, but
sometimes, after the stimulation of a
good Scotch, she would finally talk about
herself.
Even if I had seen Tom many more
times than John, the same affinity bound
us together: the love of music. With Tom
there was a kind of sympathy that had
us grow most of the time in the same
direction. Enjoying every moment. Even
cooking for each other. With John Perry
there was that mutual admiration that
unites us and identifies the emotional side
of listening to each other.
I was very close to Nelson Freire. He
came from Minas Gerais to Rio de Janeiro
and even played in some of the same
recitals as I when we were 9 and 5 years
old, respectively. With Arnaldo Cohen, I
accompanied him while he was still a
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violinist. Nothing makes me happier
than recently having listened to Nelson
performing the Brahms Piano Concerto
in Bb and Arnaldo playing Liszt’s Piano
Concerto in Eb. Impeccable playing,
impressing us with the music. With
simplicity they have achieved everlasting
performances.
Also two important colleagues in my
young life in Rio were Vera Astrachan
and Luis Medalha. They were very gifted
pianists who somehow didn't achieve a
very active career. I got also very good
advice from my colleague Gilberto Tinetti
in São Paulo; he was so intelligent and
knowledgeable. My great musical partner
at that time was the cellist Antonio
Guerra Vicente, a great musician, totally
involved in his performances.
In Budapest my partner was the
cellist Erzsébet Mezey, very modest, but
capable of achieving a very high level of
performance. In Texas my great partner
was the violinist Kenneth Schanewerk.
Since my return to Brazil in 1967 I had
contact with both Maria Clara Gebara,
who organized my lessons and is a
model of dedication, thoughtfulness,
and devotion. She became a very
accomplished pianist. And there was
Paulo Kolb, an ex-student and friend,
who is currently teaching in Barcelona.
A really great partner was the pianist
Homero Magalhaes, who studied with
Magda Tagliaferro, Yves Nat, Hans
Swarowski, and Lili Kraus. Magalhaes
even recorded a Schubert album with
Tagliaferro. Homero had a fascinating
all-around culture and enjoyment of life.
The American pianist Ann Schein calls
me her "soul brother." Her playing is
always fascinating. I also had a wonderful
relationship with Karl Ulrich Schnabel
and his family. His grandson, Claude
Mottier, was my student for a while, and
unhappily died too young. Mr. Schnabel
was the first big international teacher that
I played for when I was 10 years old.
During my stay in Texas I had a very
intense musical and personal relationship
with Radu Lupu when he was in town.
He would come at the end of the
afternoon, play some soccer, have dinner,
and go to my studio where we played the
piano until the early morning hours. We
played orchestral accompaniments for
(concluded on next page)
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each other, even on some occasions
improvising reductions or transcriptions
of Beethoven symphonies by heart. His
career developed so much that there was
no time for visits to Texas.
I had a very good relationship with the
great pianist Alexander Uninsky, winner
of the first Chopin Competition. Alas,
at a moment in his home in Dallas, he
put an end to his life. He was the teacher
of Jeffrey Swann, who lived at Uninsky’s
home, and being very sarcastic he used to
call Lili Kraus Mme la veuve Mozart.
In recent years I intensified a
wonderful relationship with Paul BaduraSkoda who was not my teacher, but a
kind of mentor. We meet every year in
Portugal, which is a great opportunity to
experience joy.
A very faithful friend for many years is
how I describe my relationship with Boaz
Sharon. I am very happy that he is now
at Boston University and doing wonderful
things all over the world. Another great
friend is the wonderful Norwegian
pianist, Diane Andersen, a very cultivated
and refined woman. Two other faithful
friends are the Japanese pianists Jun
Kanno and Michiko Shoji. We have been
with them many times in Sendai and in
Tokyo.
Again another wonderful pianist and
faithful friend is Dora de Marinis from
Argentina. We are like family. Also I had
a collaborating friendship with the Italian
pianist Carla Giudici.

Luiz de Moura Castro

Sophia Agranovich (http://
sophiagranovich.com) was a featured
performer on two programs in April as
part of the "Piano Matters" series, hosted
by David Dubal on WWFM in New
York. She also performed solo recitals on
May 31 at the Watchung Arts Center, NJ;
June 26 for The Lambert Castle Concert
Series in Paramus, NJ, where the proceeds
benefitted the Passaic County Historical
Society; on July 11 at the Miami Steinway
Gallery; and on August 20 at Bargemusic,
"New York City's floating concert hall, in
Brooklyn."
On September 23 Sophia will perform
with some of her students at the NJ
Institute of Technology and on October
9 at the Polish Cultural Foundation
in Clark, NJ. In November, Centaur
Records will release her new CD, Robert
Schumann: Carnaval and Fantasie. Many of
Sophia's performances may be watched
by going to "You Tube Agranovich" on
Google or other search engines.
Joseph Banowetz (https://music.unt.
edu/faculty-and-staff/joseph-banowetz)
spent a busy two weeks this past May
when he was featured at the Fernando
Laires International Piano Festival, held
in Weifang and Tai'an, PRC. Joseph
performed as soloist and presented
lectures and master classes. An
important event at the festival was his
world premiere of a composition by a
living internationally-renowned Chinese
composer, An-lun Huang. The work,
entitled Moderato Cantabile, op. 83b,
is dedicated to Banowetz. Banowetz
has commercially recorded CDs of
Huang's music, including his First Piano
Concerto with both the Beijing Central
Opera Orchestra and the Hong Kong
Philharmonic.
Joseph also was the subject of
a feature article by Mark Novak in
the September/October 2016 issue
of Fanfare. A review of his recently
released recording of Ignaz Friedman's
Sechs Wiener Tänze nach Motiven von
Eduard Gärtner, Vier Klavierstücke, op. 27,
Strophes, op. 71, Stimmungen, op. 79 and
Vier Preludes, op. 61, by Dave Saemann,
also appeared in the same issue. The
recording is available from amazon.com.
In August, Joseph also released a second
recording of Friedman's music, including
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15 of his piano transcriptions of
music by J.S. Bach, Couperin, Dalayrac,
Dandrieu, Field, Franck, Gluck, Grazioli,
Rameau, and Scarlatti. As with the album
referenced above, there are a number of
world-premiere recordings. Both discs
are on the "Grand Piano" label, which is
manufactured and distributed by Naxos
HNH International. Program notes
for both records are in German and
English, written by ALS member Nancy
Lee Harper, a well-known author and
recording artist in her own right.
Luiz de Moura Castro (http://www.
luizdemouracastro.com) was interviewed by
Colin Clarke for the January/February
issue of Fanfare. Numerous recording by
Luiz received excellent reviews by such
writers as Clarke, Huntley Dent, Daniel
Morrison, James Forrest, Henry Fogel,
and Jerry Dubins.
Richard Fountain (http://
richardfountainpianist.com) presented a
recital on June 7 at Valley Music Center in
Fresno, CA. The program included the
"Chaconne" from Violin Partita No. 2 in
D minor by Bach (arranged for left hand
alone by Brahms), Sonata in B-flat major,
K. 333, by Mozart, and the Liszt Sonata in
B minor.
Gila Goldstein (http://gilagoldstein.com)
performed a recital at Florida
International University in Miami on
January 24, 2016. She gave a lecturerecital about Paul Ben-Haim at NYU in
April and gave a master class at the NYU
Artist Master Class series in May. She
performed Medtner's "Canzona Serenata"
at the 2016 ALS festival in Northridge,
CA. During the summer she taught and
performed at the NYU "Piano Intensive"
summer program, Colburn Music
Academy Piano Festival in Los Angeles,
and Boston University Tanglewood
Institute.
ALS President Jay Hershberger (https://
www.concordiacollege.edu/directories/facultystaff/detail/dr-jay-a-hershberger) performed
an all-Beethoven piano recital on March
13 in Christiansen Hall of Concordia
College in Moorhead, MN. The program
included the Andante Favori, Sonata in
(continued on next page)
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E-flat Major, op. 7, and the Waldstein
Sonata, op. 53. Jay is Professor of Piano
and Coordinator of the Keyboard
Department at Concordia College in
Moorhead, MN.
James Knight (https://www.friends.edu/
staff/knight-jamie) performed a tribute to
music written by Beethoven toward the
end of the great composer's life. The
event was Knight's faculty recital at
Friends University in Wichita, KS on
February 9. Works performed included
the Bagatelles, op. 126, as well as the
Hammerklavier Sonata, op. 106. Dr.
Knight also premiered the Small Suite
for Piano by William Toutant, Naiad by
Mark Gurrola, Blue Sheets of Spray by
Jeremy Cuebas, and Three Preludes by
John McGinn for the 2016 annual SCI
New Composers Convention at Friends
University. Knight also was soloist in the
Bach Concerto in D minor for Harpsichord
and Orchestra with the Friends Chamber
Orchestra in Wichita on March 31. He
performed the Brahms piano quintet at
the Chamber Music at the Barn series on
June 23 - 24. At this concert series he
also premiered a new piano quintet by
local composer Alex Sternfield-Dunn.
On August 6, pianist Justin Kolb
(justinkolb.com) and actor Carey Harrison
collaborated in a special performance
of Richard Strauss' Enoch Arden for the
Phoenicia International Festival of the
Voice. In 1897, Strauss set the poem
as a “recitation” for speaker and piano
as his Opus 38. “This is not a piano
accompaniment,” says Kolb. “Rather,
Strauss crafted it to fit 'hand in glove' with
the emotion, textures, and colors of the
tragic narrative.” The single performance
at the 2016 Phoenicia Festival marked the
fourth collaboration between pianist Kolb
and actor/novelist/playwright Harrison.
On August 27, Justin presented a
solo recital supporting the Frost Valley
YMCA’s Castle Centennial Celebration on
the organization’s Claryville NY campus.
The gala began with a silent auction, wine,
and hors d’oeuvres, and concluded with
a dessert repast. Proceeds benefitted the
“Friends of the Castle” endowment.
On August 28, Kolb presented
a private performance at his family
mountaintop retreat in Fleischmanns NY.
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This evening musicale, replete with
commentary from the keyboard, fine
wine, and more, was in support of the
“Belleayre Music Festival” in High Mount
NY. The musicale is an auction item
during the festival’s annual Memorial Day
fundraiser. Traditionally, a consortium of
bidders is assembled to capture the
popular “musicale” with a winning bid.
This year the event netted $1900.00.
Justin is a popular personality for
fundraising events. In addition to the
events listed above, he recently performed
at California State University-Northridge,
where he also served as emcee for the
annual festival of The American Liszt
Society.
Ernest Ragogini announced his
resignation as Executive Advisor to the
Liszt-Garrison Festival and International
Piano Competition in October 2015.
Ragogini served as codirector from its
inception in 2005 through 2011. As
faculty member at Notre Dame of MD
University, Ragogini was liaison between
the university and the festival, facilitating
the provision of venue and staff services
for the biennial event. Retiring from
the academic world after 52 years in
service to teaching and administration,
his retirement from the University
became effective June 2016. Music
at Notre Dame Concerts, which he
founded in 1965, was the longest running
free admission series in the history of
Baltimore City.
Future activities for Ragogini include
his position as Co-Founder/Director of
"Steinway at Silo Hill," a concert series “in
a barn” on the Sotir Estate in Phoenix,
MD. The series will showcase the variety
of the Steinway as a solo, accompanying,
and digital instrument. The opening gala
event will present Frederica von Stade in
concert.
Ragogini’s schedule includes
performances as recitalist and in master
classes at various institutions including
Bucknell University, McDaniel College,
Notre Dame University, and Clark
Summit University, and soloist with
the Hunt Valley Symphony Orchestra
performing Beethoven’s second concerto
and the Schumann concerto. As of this
summer, recordings of Schubert’s
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Sonata in B-Flat Major, Beethoven’s Eroica
Variations, and Schumann's Symphonic
Etudes, recorded Spring 2016, are in
production.
Nancy Roldán (http://nancyroldan.com/)
reports that after a few months to
complete publication details, there is
news regarding the CD, Piazzolla Here &
Now. "After the CD’s official release in
May, we had an interview and received
four reviews, all of which appear in the
September/October issue of Fanfare.
The entire issue is also posted on the
magazine’s website." In addition to
Fanfare, one of the four reviews (by Dave
Saemann) is now posted on Amazon's
website: go to amazon.com, search in "CDs
and Vinyl," and type in Roldan Here
Now. Look toward the bottom of the
page for reviews.
Nancy Roldán and José Cueto (http://
josemiguelcueto.com) performed several
concerts on their May tour in Italy. The
Cueto/Roldán Duo opened the Alba
Music Festival with an all-Piazzolla
program featuring Roldán’s transcriptions
for violin and piano. Additional programs
included other duos and piano quartets,
featuring music by Vitali, Beethoven,
Fauré, and Strauss. Throughout the
May and June months the duo enjoyed
rave reviews from Fanfare for their CD,
Piazzola, Here & Now. The CD was
featured in the “Not to be Missed" section
of Fanfare. All reviews and an interview
appear in the September/October issue of
Fanfare.
Excerpts from a review by Dave
Saemann in Fanfare: “… “[Nancy]
Roldán and violinist José Cueto form a
genuine duo, trading ideas and blending
tones with an ease that only comes from
legitimate compatibility and considerable
joint experience. Their sound is an ideal
vehicle for Piazzolla’s music: alternately
rich and raspy, with a rhythmic alertness
that projects dances both in the present
and in memory. I never have experienced
a more telling evocation of Piazzolla’s
spirit than on this album.” “Roldán’s
arrangement of The Four Seasons of Buenos
Aires makes an important addition to the
repertory for violin and piano.”
Excerpts from a review by Huntley
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Dent: "There is nothing else quite
comparable to the enticements of this
very appealing album." "This riveting
and moving album delivers Piazzolla
Here and Now, which is also its title. The
phrase implies immediacy, spontaneity,
and a message for the present moment.
All of that comes through splendidly.”
“This isn’t a normal Piazzolla program
but a highly personal amalgam instead,
part concert, part theater piece, part
cabaret, that weaves music and words
together.... Yet the spirit of the tango is
what really matters, and Roldán - along
with her regular duo partner, violinist
José Cueto, performs with free-wheeling
personality, creating the proper smokysexy atmosphere. One can’t help but be
reminded of the only close relation in the
standard repertoire, the "Blues movement
in Ravel’s Violin Sonata.”
Steven Spooner (http://stevenspooner.com)
continues his whirlwind schedule of
activities here and abroad. He publishes
an interesting newsletter online at http://
us3.campaign-archive1.com/?u=951e5dd2df3c2
3161e079b866&id=4ad40a6b71.
Tibor Szász (www.tiborszasz.de)
delivers two impassioned and spirited
performances of the Bartók Rhapsody,
op. 1, for piano solo in YouTube
recording available at (1, earlier) https://
youtu.be/IA9kExXEW-g and (2, more
recent) https://youtu.be/6ftfR5PJgMQ. In
relation to the Bartók, Dr. Szász cites
the topic of the so-called "Gypsy scale,"
which will be discussed in his article on
the Liszt Sonata in B minor to be published
in the 2016 issue of JALS. You will find
many of his articles and recordings on his
personal website, shown above.
William Wright is the author of the new
Liszt and England, number 16 in the Franz
Liszt Studies Series. Michael Saffle, is
editor of the series, which is printed by
Pendragon Press in Hillsville, NY. The
book is available through the Pendragon
website (http://www.pendragonpress.com/
book.php?id=736), amazon.com, and possibly
other vendors.
"The first comprehensive study in
book form of Liszt’s visits to England,
replete with copious illustrations,
appendices, and fascinating details of

several previously unknown Liszt
compositions, this volume certainly
breaks new ground. It is full of arcana of
his life and work, of the music he played,
wrote, improvised,' corrected,' or 'lost in
a fire.' William Wright charts the course
of the reception history given to Liszt
and his music in England from 1824 to
the present day. He includes all known
premiere performances of Liszt’s works
in the country, and offers this must-have
publication, providing a wealth of material
about Liszt found in no other Liszt book,
to scholar and general reader alike."
The following individuals, new to the
Liszt narrative, representing only a few
of those cited in the monograph, appear
within:
Charles Greenwood, banker to
George IV, King of England, who invited
Liszt to perform on 11 July 1824 in the
presence of members of the Royal Family
at his stately residence, Brompton Park
House, South Kensington, at one of “Mr
Greenwood’s Entertainments.”
Zawala Wieyska, the Polish
patriot, who awaited Liszt’s scheduled
appearance on 10 July 1840 at “a Splendid
Polish Fete” at the Royal Beulah Spa in
Norwood: an event “organized” by the
patriot “on behalf of the unfortunate
Polish Refugees.”
“Henry Belinaye Esq[uire], Physician
Extraordinaire to the Duchess of Kent,”
the notable Harley Street surgeon, who
“examined” Liszt’s “wounds” shortly after
his carriage accident as Liszt journeyed
home from Norwood late on 31 May
1841.
Princess Alexandra Ghika, the wife
of the Rumanian Minister in London,
John Ghika, who invited Liszt as special
guest to her lunch and reception at
Grosvenor Gardens, Westminster, on 15
April 1886.
Topics covered in Liszt and England
include:
Carl Czerny’s major role in Liszt’s
early success in the British capital.
Charles Edward Horn’s almost
certain forgery of “I’ve been Roaming,” a
song transcribed and performed by Liszt
in London in 1825, and Horn’s probable
forgery of the song cited in 1843 as
“O Blissful Moment” by Liszt.
Liszt’s early exposure to onemovement orchestral music and early
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works of his, probably written in the same
genre.
Liszt’s compositional and executive
engagement with chamber musicians
during his early visits in England.
Wright’s discovery of the uncatalogued
“Introduction von Fr. Liszt,” the opening
measures of the Weber/Henselt Polacca
Brillante, op. 48, for piano solo, an 1868
Schlesinger issue (S6680) came too late
for inclusion in Liszt and England, as did
notice of Vladimir de Pachmann’s British
premiere performance of the same work
at St. James’s Hall, London, on 3 February
1899.
Ophra Yerushalmi, whose film Liszt’s
Dance with the Devil was one of the high
points of the 2014 ALS 50th anniversary
festival at James Madison University,
writes about an interesting happenstance
in Paris. "It was the last Sunday of March,
and I was preparing for a final filming
trip to Normandie, France as part of my
current project, Prelude to Debussy, when
my eye fell on a paragraph in the New
Yorker: the British actor Julian Sands
was to give his final performance of an
hour of Harold Pinter’s poetry that very
afternoon. I clicked his name, and heard
him recite: “I know the place, it is true…
Everything we do corrects the space
between death…me… and you.” Aha!
There was my reader for Debussy!
"You remember the film Impromptu?
Chopin (Hugh Grant ) was great, George
Sand (Judy Davis) was terrific; and Julian
Sands.... I wrote him a spontaneous
e-mail: 'My claim to your fame is having
seen you as Liszt in Impromptu...as it
happened, I was in the company of Liszt's
noted biographer, Alan Walker. We were
not too pleased with the way Liszt was
portrayed...I am writing to ask you to join
me in my upcoming trip to France May 1
& 2....'
"Needless to say, I almost fell off
my seat when a few days later came the
reply: 'saw your Liszt trailer. Brava...
happy to participate.' Indeed, we met in
Paris and pored over the material prior to
filming; I have once more been to Paris
for the editing process. After two years
of reflecting, reading, sketching notes,
and juxtaposing participants' impressions,
Prelude to Debussy is about to be born!"
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Medicine, Art, and the Death of Franz Liszt
An Essay by Dr. Graeme MacLaren
The year 2011 marked the bicentenary of
the birth of Franz Liszt (1811-1886), one
of the most accomplished and complex
artists of the nineteenth century. He
lived by one of his own maxims, "Wasting
time is one of the worst faults in the
world. Life is so short, every moment so
precious; yet we live as if life will never
end."1 The most famous piano virtuoso
in history, Liszt invented the solo recital,
gave thousands of public performances,
and wrote more compositions than three
of his equally famous contemporaries
put together (Brahms, Chopin, and
Schumann), many of which were pivotal
to the evolution of Romantic and 20th
century music. In reference to Liszt’s
authority at the keyboard, his pupil Carl
Tausig (1841-1871) declared, "No mortal
can measure himself with Liszt. He
dwells upon a solitary height."2 Liszt
was probably the greatest sight-reader in
the history of the piano.3 In later life, he
invented the masterclass and inspired a
new generation of pianists to an era of
performance which musical historians still
refer to as the golden age of the piano.4
What does this have to do with
medicine? At a time when the
progressive dominance of evidence-based
medicine and problem solving in medical
thinking is being questioned,5-8 several
universities around the world now teach
arts and humanities to medical students
alongside basic science and clinical
medicine.7,9,10 Music may appear to have
a more distant connection with medicine
than some of the other humanities, but
the way musicians train and perform
can still inform and educate physicians.11
Moreover, much could be learned by
examining how the greatest musicians
learned, taught, lived, and died.
The life of Liszt provides several such
examples which might give pause for
reflection. For example, it is instructive
to see how he prepared himself early
in his career. In the 1830s and ’40s,
he deliberately set about turning his
already formidable keyboard talents into
something more, analyzing music more
intensely than ever before, practicing
at times up to 10 - 12 hours a day, and
bringing about a revolution in piano
technique in the process.4 The principle
that technique must be mastered through
intense repetition, practice, and reflection
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as a prerequisite to more profound
development is true of many other
disciplines, including medicine and
surgery.1 A different facet of the same
concept was succinctly expressed by
another master of the keyboard, Leopold
Godowsky (1870-1938), who was on his
way to study with Liszt when he learned
of the older man’s death, writing, "The
fault with many students is the erroneous
idea that genius or talent will take the
place of work."13
Another example may be found in
Liszt’s attitude to wealth. He earned large
sums of money in his youth as a virtuoso,
which drew him the enmity of critics both
in later life and posthumously. Yet he
was also a philanthropist among artists,
never charging his pupils for instruction
and frequently holding charity concerts
for a variety of causes.14 In later years, he
had little money left, having given much
of it away, and clearly had no respect for
musicians who demanded large fees.15
In a letter to his daughter Cosima, he
wrote, "In life one must decide whether
to conjugate the verb 'to have' or the verb
‘to be'."16 The parallels to medicine are
obvious; if the primary focus of doctors
becomes the acquisition of wealth,
something essential to the core of the
profession is lost in the process.
Perhaps the most important lesson
can be learned not from the story of
Liszt’s life, but from the circumstances
surrounding his death. The events that
led to this were complex. Liszt’s old age
was a time of intense sadness for him,
which is as apparent in his compositions
(Nuages gris, Elegie, La lugubre gondola, Via
Crucis, and others) as in his biography.
Within a three year period, his son Daniel
died at the age of 20 from tuberculosis
and his daughter Blandine died at the age
of 26 from sepsis secondary to mastitis.
Liszt’s musical reaction to these personal
tragedies can be heard in the Trois Odes
funèbres and the Weinen, Klagen variations.
The deaths of two of his three children,
the failure of his compositions to receive
the recognition that he had hoped for,
and the conversion of his surviving
daughter, Cosima, from Catholicism to
Protestantism, done solely to divorce her
first husband and facilitate her marriage
to Richard Wagner, cast dark shadows in
later life. He became progressively more
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dependent on alcohol, reputedly
consuming as much as a bottle of cognac
and two bottles of wine each day in
the last few years of his life,15 which
unquestionably contributed to the decline
in his health.
In July 1881, Liszt had a serious fall
down the stairs of his house in Weimar.
The physician who saw him later noted
that he had bilateral leg edema in addition
to his injuries. Given Liszt’s history
of very heavy alcohol use for several
decades and the absence of symptoms
convincingly pointing to disease in other
systems, it seems quite possible that this
edema, which continued on and off until
his death, was due to evolving cirrhosis.
In July 1886, while visiting Bayreuth
during the Wagner Festival, Liszt
developed a productive cough and fever.
He was seen by a local physician, Dr.
Landgraf, and informed that he had a
little cold. This doctor was memorably
described later by one of Liszt’s former
students, Lina Schmalhausen, as "the
bungler from Bayreuth."17 The following
evening, Liszt’s condition worsened, the
fever returned, and he was frequently
delirious. He was seen by another
physician two days later, Dr Fleischer
from Erlangen University, who said that
Liszt had been suffering from pneumonia
for the last week. Three days after this,
early in the morning of 31st July, he
awoke suddenly clutching his chest and
gasping for air, an episode consistent with
pulmonary edema, myocardial infarction,
or both. He cried and shouted for air and
was extremely agitated for half an hour.
By the time Dr Landgraf attended to
him, Liszt had collapsed on his bed. Dr
Landgraf mistakenly declared him dead,
before realizing his error and prescribing
Hoffman’s drops (a mixture of ether
and ethanol). Liszt never regained
consciousness. Dr Fleischer saw him
after daybreak and, overturning an earlier
prohibition on alcohol, prescribed wine
and champagne instead. At 11:15 that
night, with Cosima in attendance, the
two doctors administered two injections
into his chest. It is possible that at least
one of these injections was intracardiac
camphor.18 Camphor toxicity is
known to cause convulsions and Lina
Schmalhausen, hiding outside, noticed
that the injected medicine had a very
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strong aroma. The effects were dramatic.
Liszt had an immediate convulsion and
died.17
What is to be made of all this? Liszt’s
two physicians may have hastened or
even caused his death.17,18 Regardless,
they failed him in a number of other
ways, including misdiagnosis, inadequate
alleviation of suffering, and giving
treatment that was inappropriate even
by the limited standards of the time. He
was neglected and ill-treated in his final
days and, although some of the blame
for this must also fall on Cosima, his
physicians displayed an uncommon lack
of empathy with his plight.17,18 Empathy
in a medical context can be regarded as
a characteristic of the physician whereby
the patient’s perspective is understood
or perceived cognitively.19 It is closely
related to sympathy, whereby the patient’s
perspective is perceived emotionally,
and is a prerequisite to compassion, in
which empathy is coupled to a desire
to alleviate suffering. Empathy and
compassion are fundamental to medicine.
A doctor trying to practice without
them is akin to a musician playing one
of Liszt’s compositions like a machine,
note-perfect perhaps, but with no feeling
and no artistry. To do so is to miss the
point entirely. It is ironic that an artist of
Liszt’s stature suffered as a consequence
of his doctors’ failure to practice their
own art.
Yet we may find ourselves in a
position comparable to Liszt’s physicians
when faced with incurable disease; it
is quite likely that a septuagenarian
with advanced liver disease and severe
bacterial pneumonia would die even
with modern intensive care. What then
can we offer patients as they die? How
can we "remember" to be empathic,
compassionate clinicians all of the time?
A recent study of medical students
showed an increase in cynicism and a
decline in empathy as they progressed
through medical school.19 Ways need to
be found to reverse this trend. It seems
unlikely that any one approach will be
universally successful but, simply put,
empathy and compassion need to become
instinctive. This new approach to medical
education may be one step in the right
direction. By educating doctors instead
of training them, by instilling knowledge

and appreciation of the humanities
alongside more technical knowledge, we
may halt the decline in empathy seen with
the passage of time and thus improve the
way we care for our patients.
Liszt wrote, "For the formation of
the artist, the first prerequisite is the
improvement of the human being."16
The more profound the art, the greater
the insight required into the human
condition. This aphorism is as applicable
to physicians practising the art of
medicine as it is to any other.
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Dr. Graeme MacLaren, a member of
ALS, is Associate Professor and Director
of the Cardiothoracic Intensive Care
Unit of National University Hospital,
Singapore. He is also Clinical Associate
Professor and Visiting Consultant in
the Pediatric Intensive Care Unit, The
Royal Children's Hospital, University
of Melbourne, Australia. He learned to
play the violin as a child. "but wishes he
had learned the piano instead, and has
long been fascinated with Liszt's life and
music."
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Membership Updates
DONATIONS ABOVE AND
BEYOND NORMAL DUES THANK YOU!!
Carl DiDonato
Byron Hanson
Elyse Mach
Georgia Mangos
Louise Mangos
Jeannine R. Morrison
Louis Nagel
Éva Polgár
Dmitry Rachmanov
Myron Romanul
Liza Stepanova
Robert Vogt
Randy and Renata Yuill
Nicholas L. Zumbro

Please send any updates of
information contact information
to Alexander Djordjevic at
lisztchicago@gmail.com.

Personal information about
members originally included on
this page has been deleted to
ensure members' privacy.

NEW MEMBERS
Claire Aebersold and Ralph Neiweem
Jennifer Allor
Ednaldo Camelo Borba Jr.
Harry Cozen
Milton Fernandez
Alessandro Andrade da Fonseca
Edward Francis
Jorge Briceno Gonzalez
Andrew Guo
Frank Huang
Kanako Ishihama
Qiuya Ke
Hyorim Lee
Mirjana Martich
Eduardo Martins Moreira
F. Heidi Musser
Bruce R. Schueneman
Julianne Shepard
Minkyung Song
Keaton Springfield
Lisa Szostak
Nikolai Valov
Juan Vizcarra
Weihang Xu
EXISTING MEMBERS TO LIFE
MEMBERS
Kemal Gekic
Caroline Hong
Muriel Schnierow
Dave Witten
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News from the Liszt Memorial
Museum and Research Centre
“Meeting of the Liszt Houses” was the
theme of a conference on September
10 to celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the opening of the Franz Liszt
Memorial Museum and Research Centre
in Budapest. The conference was
part of the Franz Liszt International
Piano Competition, organized by the
Philharmonia Hungary Concert and
Festival Agency, which took place
September 2 – 11, 2016.
Dr. Evelyn Liepsch, Goethe and
Schiller Archiv, Weimar, spoke about
Weimar and Liszt historical sites,
their heritage, and future. Dr. Martin
Czernin discussed Liszt’s birthplace
in Raiding and the Liszt collection in
the Landesmuseum of Burgenland in
Eisenstadt. Mag. Thomas Mersich talked
about the Liszt Festivals in Raiding and
also about the “cult” of Franz Liszt.
Hans Emmert presented on the Liszt
Memorial Room in Schillingsfürst Castle,
near Rothenburg, Germany, and Count
Constantin Schillingsfürst related the
story of the Hohenlohe-Schillingsfürst
Family. The conference concluded with
presentations by Dr. Mária Eckhardt,
Founding Director of the Liszt Museum
and Research Centre, and Dr. Zsuzsanna
Domokos, the Museum/Centre’s
current Director, as they spoke about the
beginning of the institution, its past 30
years, and plans for the future.
Also in celebration of its 30th
anniversary this fall, the Museum/
Centre will present a series of concerts
in October, Liszt's birth month. Since
Liszt’s birthday, October 22, falls on
a Saturday this year (as it did in the
Liszt Bicentennial in 2011), the five
Saturdays in October will include not
only the traditional matinees, but concerts
in the afternoon and on the Friday
evening preceding Liszt’s birthday. The
festival will feature numerous excellent
musicians, all of whom are celebrated and
distinguished interpreters of the Liszt
heritage, and supporters of the Museum
as well. The program of 11 concerts has
been put together with the intention of
performing the widest possible variety of
Liszt’s works. There will be excerpts from
solo, four-hand, and two-piano pieces,
chamber music, and both male and mixed
choirs. To enrich the commemoration,
plans call for performances of rarely

played works, as well as a few pieces by
Liszt’s contemporaries and by his favorite
composers, such as Orlando di Lasso,
Franz Schubert, Robert Schumann, and
Eduard Lassen. Other composers will be
part of the program in the form of their
works having been transcribed by Franz
Liszt himself.
For more information in English,
including detailed repertoire listings for
each concert, see the Museum website at
www.lisztmuseum.hu/en/news/

In Memoriam
Pianist Joel Hastings, aged 46, was
struck down by a fatal heart attack on
May 26, 2016. He earned degrees in
organ (BM) and piano (MM, DMA) from
the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor.
At the time of his death, he was on the
piano faculty at Florida State University
in Tallahassee. He performed in venues
across North America and Europe, and
he made a number of recordings. His
performance of Liszt's "Feux Follets" at
the JMU ALS Festival in 2014 was, in the
words of ALS President Jay Hershberger,
"electric and extraordinary. His career
was already one of high distinction."
Visitation and services were held in
Ann Arbor June 1 and 2, and there was
also a memorial service in Tallahassee
on June 21. The membership of The
American Liszt Society extends its
condolences to Joel's family
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LA Liszt Competition

(from page 1)

If you can help financially, please
make your check payable to
Los Angeles International Liszt
Competition and send it to Geraldine
Keeling, 8260 Youngdale St., San
Gabriel, CA 91775.
Please encourage talented young
Liszt pianists, vocalists, and organists to
enter the 2016 competition. Complete
information and the registration form is
available on the new website at
http://www.lalisztcompetition.com. (The
registration deadline of October 1
may have passed by the time you read
this.) You may also contact any of the
three directors: Geraldine Keeling (626)
286-4593, gerrykeeling@yahoo.com; Judith
Neslény (626) 798-1562, jpnesleny@gmail.
com; or Éva Polgár (940) 465-9069, info@
polgareva.hu.

Éva Polgár Named
Assistant Director of
the LA International
Liszt Competition
Hungarian pianist Éva Polgár is now
Assistant Director of the Los Angeles
International Liszt Competition. Dr.
Polgár is a renowned performer of
traditional and contemporary music.
She has performed as soloist, chamber
musician, and recording artist across
Europe and North and South America.
Recent performances have included
concerto appearances with conductors
Tamás Vásáry at the Budapest Danube
Palace and Horst Förster at the Leipzig
Gewandhaus.
A graduate of the Liszt Academy
of Music (Budapest) and the Sibelius
Academy (Helsinki), Dr. Polgár has won
top prizes in competitions including
the Los Angeles International Liszt
Competition. She earned her doctoral
degree at the University of North Texas
where she holds a Teaching Fellowship.
She studied with Jenő Jandó, Hamsa AlWadi Juris, and Adam Wodnicki.
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2016 ALS Festival - Summary and Thanks
This year’s American Liszt Society
Festival took place at California State
University Northridge June 2 - 5.
Exploring various aspects of Franz
Liszt’s lasting influence and imprint on
the Russian musical culture, the festival
offered thirteen concert programs, six
lecture presentations, two master classes,
a panel discussion. It was capped by
The American Liszt Society Medal
presentation to the distinguished Russian
pianist Evgeny Kissin. The event aroused
great interest from the participants and
audiences alike, drawing local aficionados
and guests to CSUN’s Music Department
for the tightly-scheduled three full days of
festivities.
The festival got off to an auspicious
start with the opening recital by the
senior professor of the Moscow
Conservatory, Mikhail Voskresensky. A
veteran of the concert stage whose 80th
anniversary was celebrated by his alma
mater in 2015, Voskresensky’s artistry
displayed a pianism showing no visible
signs of ageing. Performing an eclectic
program of works by Liszt, Borodin,
Glinka-Balakirev, Tchaikovsky, Scriabin,
Medtner, and Prokofiev, the Russian
master displayed a wide palette of colors
and characters, from the intimate to the
most epic and powerful, as in the Medtner
Sonata-Elegy, op. 11 no. 2, and Prokofiev’s
Sonata No. 8 in B-flat, op. 84.
The Voskresensky recital was followed
the next day by his inspiring master
class, where he worked with three
students from CSUN, Cal State Long
Beach, and the University of Southern
California on works by Liszt, SchumannLiszt, and Prokofiev. His remarks and
demonstrations were vivid and persuasive.
The following day the distinguished
pianist and pedagogue John Perry offered
another memorable and insightful
class where he discussed and worked
with students from UCLA, CSUN, and
Pepperdine University on music by
Medtner, Prokofiev, and Schubert-Liszt.
Several programs explored various
aspects of Liszt’s connection to Russian
musicians. “Slavic Reflections: Liszt
Transcriptions of Russian Composers”
featured the master’s own take on such
works as “Tscherkessen March” from
the opera Ruslan and Ludmila by Glinka
(the composer whom Liszt championed
after his first Russian tour of 1842) and
“Polonaise” from Tchaikovsky’s Eugene
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Onegin, among others. The program
“Liszt’s Russian Offspring” traced
generations of Liszt’s Russian lineage:
from Anton to Nikolai Rubinstein, Josef
Hofmann and Felix Blumenfeld; from
Alexander Siloti to Sergei Rachmaninoff
and Vladimir Horowitz; Paul Pabst to
Nikolai Medtner.
Among rare repertoire offerings,
the festival presented the cycle of 12
transcendental etudes by Sergei Lyapunov.
A pupil of Liszt’s student Karl
Klindworth at the Moscow Conservatory,
Lyapunov ended up in St. Petersburg
under the wing of Mily Balakirev, the
founder of the nationalist school of
the Mighty Five. It took Lyapunov
eight years (1897 - 1905) to compose
his magnum opus Douze études d'exécution
transcendente, op. 11. The juxtaposition
of the Lisztian and Russian influences is
most pronounced in this set of etudes,
not only dedicated to the memory of
Liszt, but also completing the cycle of
the 24 tonalities taken off the Hungarian
master’s set. Lyapunov’s large-scale
pieces of dense pianistic complexity are
seldom heard as a set; here the listeners
got a chance to scale its full scope,
brilliantly showcased by the ten guest
artists: Paul Barnes, Andrei Andreev,
Eduardo Moreira, Tatiana Muzanova,
Yin Zheng, Ksenia Nosikova, Michael
Boyd, Ednaldo Borba, Alessandro
Andrade da Fonseca, and Antonio
Iturrioz.
A rich legacy of Franz Liszt in the
genre of the art song was explored in
the vocal recital, featuring musical gems
by Liszt, A. Rubinstein, Tchaikovsky,
Balakirev, Rimsky-Korsakov, Mussorgsky,
Alabieff, and Rachmaninoff. Artistically
presented by the sopranos Hein Jung,
Antonina Chehovska, and Moonyoung
Kim, baritone Kevin McMillan, and
pianists Gabriel Dobner, Yun Ha
Hwang, and Liza Stepanova, the program
left an indelible impression on the
listeners.
A program of seldom explored
organ repertoire featured works by Cui,
Glazunov, and Goedike in the context of
Liszt’s influential Prelude and Fugue on
B-A-C-H. The recital was deftly
presented by Tim Howard of the CSUN
organ faculty and the guest artist Ying
Duan of the Shanghai Normal University.
Lecturers included the distinguished
musicologist Richard Taruskin, who
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spoke on the subject of “Liszt and Bad
Taste,” expounding on the development
of the concept of taste from the
historical and esthetic perspective. Terry
McNeill’s pre-concert lecture on Anton
Rubinstein was concise, with many
relevant facts of biographical material
compressed into his 30-minute talk.
An illuminating lecture recital explored
legacies of Nikolai and Alexander
Tcherepnin, presented by Justin Kolb
and David Witten, explored legacies
of Nikolai and Alexander Tcherepnin.
Another edifying presentation by
tenor Larry Bakst and pianist Richard
Zimdars shed light on Liszt's student
Martha von Sabinin (1831 - 1892) and
her song repertoire. And the venerable
Luiz de Moura Castro gave a touching
demonstration on Alberto Ginastera
on the occasion of the composer’s
centennial.
The Sunday morning panel discussion
involving Richard Taruskin, Daniel
Paul Horn, David Witten, and the
present writer focused on Liszt’s legacy
and influence on Russian music as a
composer, teacher, and pianist. The talk
prompted a lively audience participation
in the discussion.
Special evening recitals featuring
Vadym
pianists Antonio Pompa-Baldi and Vadim
Kholodenko added extra luster to the
roster of festival artists. The former
presented a towering performance of
the program consisting of both Liszt
Ballades, the Grieg Sonata for Piano, and
Anton Rubinstein’s Six Études, op. 23.
The Kholodenko Saturday night recital,
co-presented by the Valley Perfoming Arts
Center, was, according to Daniel Paul
Horn, “a musical experience that will be
long remembered and talked about by
those who were fortunate enough to be
there. Kholodenko's playing was not that
of a mere competition winner, but of a
deeply serious artist brave and vulnerable
enough to offer his heart to his listeners.”
Horn, who himself contributed a suave
performance of the Blumenfeld lefthand Étude and “Impromptu in G-Flat”
earlier that day, continued to say: “His
Liszt was unhurried and noble…. The
Scriabin preludes were lucid, full of both
subtlety and power, and the composer's
Fantasy was commanding.” Kholodenko
offered three encores, including a heartwrenching rendition of the TchaikovskyRachmaninoff Lullaby.
(continued on next page)

Chapter News
The festival's crowning Concerto Gala
Finale at the VPAC’s alluring Great Hall
opened with the prelude performance
by the CSUN Wind Ensemble under
the baton of Music Director Laurence
Stoffel in two effective concise works
by Kozhevnikov and Seitz. The festival
audience was then treated to excellent
performances of four piano concerti by
the pianists Peter Klimo (Liszt A Major),
Ksenia Nosikova (Rimsky-Korsakov),
Yuan Sheng (Scriabin), and Daniel
Glover (Lyapunov Ukrainian Rhapsody).
They were skillfully accompanied by the
Festival Orchestra under the sensitive
direction of maestro John Roscigno. The
seldom heard repertoire in such a festive
presentation made a lasting impression on
the listeners - an auspicious closing event
it was!
And so countdown to the 2017
American Liszt Society Festival at
Northwestern University thus began.
Hope to see you all there!
The author wishes to express his
sincere gratitude to all the participants,
including the members of The American
Liszt Society for their generous
contributions to the success of the
festival, and acknowledge the support
of the administration and faculty of
California State University Northridge,
without whom the festival could not have
taken place: Emeritus Provost Harry
Hellenbrand; MCCAMC Deans Bob
Bucker, Cynthia Rawitch, Jay Kvapil,
and Dan Hosken; college administrators
and staff Natali Papazyan, Trina
Darakjy, Michael Ryan, and Jennifer
Badasci; University Corporation’s Philia
Militante; VPAC’s Executive Director
Thor Steingraber and administrators
Justin Souza, Drew Berger, Thu Tran,
and Sally Adelblue; Music Department
chair Ric Alviso; production managers
Karla Torres-Vazquez and Jacki Fonseca;
VISCOM’s Joe Bautista, Alex Johnson,
Sherilyn Ee, and Kristina Zlatanov;
Alfred Music’s Senior Vice-President and
Keyboard Editor-in-Chief E.L. Lancaster;
festival Artistic Advisor Edward Francis;
CSUN keyboard faculty colleagues John
Perry, Tim Howard, Gayle Kowalchyk,
and Jason Stoll; my assistants Charles
Parsons and Peter Shannon; and student
volunteers Nan Cai, Doris Wang, Varand
Toros-Adami, Naoko Watanabe, Monica
Wright, Reyhaneh Kholoosi, Nasim
Moattar, Toby Thomas-Rose, Anzhela
Davtyan, Rita Shen, and Sarah Palma.

Baltimore/Washington Chapter
(http://lisztgarrisoncompetition.org).
Nancy Roldán, President.
Several events took place throughout
the year 2015, which culminated with
"Magyar," the Liszt-Garrison October
event celebrating its 10th year. The
results of the competition were
displayed in the previous Newsletter.
As in previous years, the festival was
preceded by fund raisers, most notably
by the March concert, "From Opera
to Tango," with the participation of
Gabriella Cavallero, Laura Strickling,
Kevin McMillan, José Cueto, Gabriel
Dobner, Laura Ruas, tango dancers Susan
Reynolds and Constantino Bastidas, and
Nancy Roldán.
During the awards ceremony, I shared
with all present my concerns regarding
the future of the event. Financial and
operational demands which have rested
mainly on my shoulders prompted me
to search for a person who would keep
alive the “spirit” of the event. It is my
pleasure to announce Dr. Caroline
Hong, President of the ALS/Ohio
chapter, will head the festival/competition
from now on. She will provide pertinent
information about plans for the 2017
celebration. During this transition year
we will be working together.
Other changes in the chapter include
the appointment of a new treasurer/
financial advisor, Dr. Elizabeth
Gammon. Patricia Graham and Susana
Cavallero remain on the festival board as
advisors willing to provide their expertise
as we transition to Ohio. For my part I
will continue with my duties as president/
secretary.
On May 8, José Cueto and Nancy
Roldán presented a duo-benefit concert
for Noel Lester. Money raised at the
event was donated in full to Noel’s health
funds. The concert was presented as part
of the BW chapter’s Grace Concerts at
the home of Dr. Gammon in Towson.
On June 25, 2016, José Cueto,
Lachezar Kostov, and Nancy Roldán
presented a second benefit recital at
Grace Church in Frederick, MD, as part
of the BW chapter Grace Concerts.
New York/New Jersey Chapter
(http://gilagoldstein.com/liszt/).
Gila Goldstein, Founder - President.
The New York/New Jersey chapter ended
its 2015-2016 season with an excellent
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recital by pianist Lisa Yui (www.lisayui.
com). Lisa performed a meaningful
program, which could be titled "historical
dedications": Schumann Fantasy, op. 17
and the Liszt Sonata in B minor.
The composers dedicated these
monumental pieces to one another.
It was in fact a lecture-recital. Lisa
graciously spoke to members of the
audience and explained the works, sitting
at the keyboard and demonstrating the
main themes, followed by her playing with
panache and great spirit.
The chapter also co-hosted a 5@5
concert in Cary Hall at the DiMenna
Center on July 16. The concert was
the USA debut of pianist Mariam
Batsashvili (http://www.mariambatsashvili.
com), the first prize winner at the 10th
Liszt International Piano Competition in
Utrecht, Holland. She is the first female
ever to win this competition.
In 2016 - 2017, we will be celebrating
our 25th season! Together with Yamaha
Artist Services, Inc., the chapter will
present pianist Sofya Melikyan (http://
www.sofyamelikyan.com) in recital on
Thursday, October 6, 2016, at 7:30 p.m.
The concert will take place at the Yamaha
Piano Salon, 689 Fifth Avenue (northeast
corner of 54th Street). For more
information call (212) 339-9995, ext. 0.
General admission: $20, seniors and
students: $10. No payment in advance,
pay at the door: cash or checks only, no
credit cards. To reserve your seats, please
email gilagoldstein@aol.com.
Mundoclasico.com (Spain) has said
that “Melikyan played Beethoven's
Piano Concerto No. 3 impressively. Her
deeply moving performance, full of
subtle nuance, was of an extraordinary
beauty." Her New York program will
include Granados's Goyescas (complete) in
commemoration of the 100th anniversary
of the composer's death. Following
intermission, Melikyan will perform
Lowell Liebermann's Nocturne no. 5, op.
55, and four pieces by Liszt: Nuages gris,
Bagatelle sans tonalité, Les jeux d´eaux á la
Villa d´Este, and Hungarian Rhapsody no. 10.
The season will end with a first-time
chapter collaboration with the Londonbased Keyboard Charitable Trust, pianist
TBA. This event will take place on
Thursday, May 18, 2017 at Yamaha as
well. For details please email gilagoldstein@
aol.com.
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Odds 'n' Ends
Kissin Acceptance Available on Video
As of September 1, a video recording
of Evgeny Kissin's acceptance
statement upon receiving The American
Liszt Society Medal is available at
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0Bz20low5csgaWU2Uk8zTnk4ZVE/
view?pref=2&pli=1.
Vadym Kholodenko concert reviews
As of September 1, reviews from the Los
Angeles Times of Vadym Kholodenko's
concert at the 2016 ALS Festival in
California are available at http://www.
latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-et-cm-vadymkholodenko-20160601-snap-story.html and
http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/
la-et-cm-kholodenko-vpac-review-20160606snap-story.html.
Robert Delcamp reports that the
June/July issue of American Record
Guide contains a "Liszt Overview" of
recommended recordings. Single copies
of the ARG are $7, PDFs online are $6.
You may e-mail your inquiries and orders
to subs@americanrecordguide.com.
Gila Goldstein pointed out an interesting
interview with the eminent pianist Steven
Hough: "Why Musicians Need Silence in
an Always-Connected World," which may
still be available at http://www.huffingtonpost.
com/carlos-gardels/musicians-silence-stephenhough_b_9626456.html
In the next issue:
Up-to-date information about the 2017
ALS Festival at Northwestern University,
Evanston/Chicago.
Winners of the 2016 LA International
Liszt Competition.
Information about the change in
venue and also applicable regulations
for the 2017 Liszt-Garrison Festival and
International Piano Competition.
Information about what YOU are
doing in the musical world, especially
as it pertains to Franz Liszt. Don't be
shy. Send items of interest to Editor/
Webmaster Edward Rath at e.rath@comcast.
net!!
Deadline for submitting items for the
next issue (Vol 32 No. 2): December
15, 2016. Expected mailing window
January 10 - 15, 2017.
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2017 Festival
Invitation from
James Giles
As festival artistic director, I look forward
to welcoming all Lisztians to the ALS
festival to be held April 27 - 30, 2017 at the
new lakeside home of the Bienen School
of Music at Northwestern University in
Evanston, Illinois. Our festival theme will be
"Liszt and the Orchestral Imagination." By
late October, you will be able to access the
festival website at liszt.northwestern.edu.
Besides the many presentations and
performances by our members, the three
evening concerts promise to be exciting
events. The festival opens with a recital by
pianist Sergei Babayan on Thursday, April
27, at 7:30 p.m. Sergei will also give a master
class the following morning.
On Friday evening, April 28, we will
feature the Northwestern University
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Maestro
Victor Yampolsky in a program that holds
Liszt's Legend of St. Cecilia for mezzosoprano, chorus, and orchestra, followed by
his two piano concertos with Bienen student
soloists, and concluding with the Bartók
Concerto for Orchestra.
On Saturday evening, April 29, we
will travel downtown to hear the Chicago
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Maestro
Riccardo Muti. The program will be
Beethoven's Emperor Concerto with the
revered pianist Radu Lupu, and Liszt's Dante
Symphony. We are indeed honored that
Maestro Muti not only agreed to program
a major work of Liszt, but conduct it
himself. Festival attendees will receive a
discount from tickets by purchasing them
through the CSO website (cso.org) and using
the codeword, LISZT. Tickets are selling
quickly, so consider purchasing now!! Call
312-294-3000 if you prefer to speak with
someone
Our festival will conclude with a
lunchtime banquet on Sunday, April 30.
However, many of you may be interested in
staying through that afternoon to attend a
unique recital downtown. At 3:00 p.m. that
day at Chicago's Symphony Center, Leif
Ove Andsnes and Marc-Andre Hamelin
will present a duo recital that includes
Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring. While not
a part of our festival, this recital provides
another tempting reason to attend and will
be an appropriate coda to a memorable
weekend. Tickets available at a discount
(LISZT) through cso.org.
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Éva Polgár, new Assistant Director of the LA
International Liszt Competition

ALS President Jay Hershberger with Vadym
Kholodenko

Mikhail Voskresensky master class with pianist
Esther Lee from USC

Ksenia Nosikova performing the RimskyKorsakov Concerto

Justin Kolb prepares remarks
backstage at CSU-N

Maestro Riccardo Muti will conduct the CSO
at the 2017 Festival.
(Todd Rosenberg Photography)

